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Fulfillment of Assigned Tasks
All assigned tasks have been fulfilled and the student implemented a demonstrator for

his algorithm. The ground-truth system was primitive but fulfilled the needs of reference
for the student. César proved that he can independently search for appropriate literature
and make a good use of the knowledge gained by his reading. Some big difficulties were en-
countered regarding the data quality from one the used camera, which eventually appeared
to be unsuitable for the given task, but César was able to adapt to a new camera in a short
time near the end of his thesis. During the whole period where César worked under my
supervision, he proved that he can work independently. Consultations were constructive
but César was sometimes slow to provide some of the results I wanted or implement some
of my suggestions.

Resolution Methods
The used methods are mostly known and their use was adequate. The most interesting

part of César’s work consisted in putting all the different methods together into a complete
pipeline both the the calibration of the camera and the 3D registration system. The part
that could have benefited from some automation is the preparation of the reference data,
both from CAD data and from the camera, which still requires lot of manual work and the
use of several softwares or libraries.

In the part dealing with the hand-eye calibration, the SolvePnP is applied for each
image but the details how the results from the different images are combined are missing.

In the part dealing with the description of the pipeline for 3D point-cloud registration,
it is unclear whether the filtering is applied before or after downsampling as both variants
are stated. Also there, the pass-through filter step is not clearly explained and would have
required some equations explaining it.

Obtained Results
The results are numerous and well documented. What I am missing though would

be some results of the 3D registration over the complete range of poses. Most results
concern the results of the 3D registration from the object in upright position with some
displacement in x and y directions and some rotation with a limited angle. The use of
different templates to ensure the 3D registration from random poses appears near the end
of the thesis but too succinctly.

Practical Requirements
The thesis is very well presented and well written. Figures are of good quality but the

visual quality of plots could have been improved by using a vector graphics format rather
than a bitmap image. Some of the figures are not cited, as e.g. 5.3 and 5.5. The caption



for Figure 5.6 is incorrect as it is a copy of the one for Figure 5.3. Table 6.6 is also a copy
of Table 6.5, so that non-subtential results are missing. At the top of page 52, the text
incorectly refers to Table B.1 instead of Table 6.7.

Bibliographic references are numerous and appropriate. There are, however, some er-
rors and style inconsistencies that should have been avoided in the bibliography. Refered
authors are given sometimes with the full name sometimes with abbreviations. The type
of citation is unclear for references 3 and 31. Reference 10 has no date.

General Comments and Conclusion
César accomplished a lot of work, considering the fact there was no preliminary indi-

vidual project on the subject and this work was introductory also for myself. He proved
that he can work independently on a research subject. The provided software is function-
ing, though with some limits, and was used already in a official robotic demonstration.
The provided code looks reasonnable but some inappropriate variable namings and miss-
ing comments make the code a bit difficult to maintain or improve without the student’s
help or without a deeper knownledge of the whole code. The software development and
all experiments were carried out by the student himself. The manuscript is well presented
and well structured but some little mistakes could have been avoided with another proof-
reading and a greater care should have been given to the presentation of the bibliography
references.

As a conclusion, I advise the commission to evaluate the presented Masters’ thesis with
the grade

B - Very Good.

Prague, June 7, 2019 Dr. Gaël Écorchard
ČVUT, CIIRC
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